York Racecourse booking: Welcome to Yorkshire Ebor Festival 2021
Thank you for your support of York Racecourse by previously agreeing to “rollover” your
2020 booking in the Premier Racing Lounge during our Welcome to Yorkshire Ebor Festival
(18-21 August).
The Prime Minister’s confirmation that formal Covid-19 restrictions ended on Monday 19 July
means that the remainder of the York season looks set to operate in a far more familiar,
effectively “normal” manner.
This means we are pleased to be reopening the Premier Racing Lounge.
A space that we hope you will have missed, with its easy access to the Parade Ring and
viewing lawns. As numbers are limited it feels an ideal place to offer that extra special day
out, especially when it is busy or even wet in the public areas. Table service will cover your
requirements from the bar, though you will now be allowed to visit it yourself, an account
will still be possible, with new technology offering an ease of cashless settlement.
To keep the flow for racegoers and our team around the Lounge, the tables are fixed at four
covers. A combination of highbacked poseur stools and comfortable chairs will be set
around a reserved table. The Lounge has its own cloakrooms as well as television coverage
of the action and a tote courier service.
So, we can best match the available space and party sizes, seating will be pre-allocated there will be plenty of room for everyone
Though the absence of a kitchen means that a food menu is not currently available, the
beauty of the Lounge is that it offers a reserved seat, so guests can pop out to enjoy a
formal lunch in the Gimcrack Restaurant or to sample some of our more casual options, such
as fresh pizza or a Yorkshire burger.
We understand that things may have changed so you do retain the option of a full refund.
Please contact the team by email to request that refund (refunds@yorkracecourse.co.uk).
To help us to help you, please include a copy of your original confirmation email as that will
include important information such as your order number and postcode.
So that we can be fair to others on our waiting list, please could you advise us of a refund
or rollover request by Monday 2nd August 2021.
We look forward to seeing you.

